that on a wide-band Gaussian broadcast channel, ordinary time-shared coding performs almost as well as more sophisticated broadcast coding strategies. In this note, we shall give a quantitative version of Posner's result and argue that for certain realistic broadcast channels time sharing may suffice.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [4] , Posner noted that on a wide-band Gaussian broadcast channel, ordinary time-shared coding performs almost as well as more sophisticated "broadcast coding." In this note, we shall investigate this interesting phenomenon a bit further and find a quantitative version of Posner's result. We shall find that for any discrete-time Gaussian broadcast channel for which the (symbol) signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's) are small, time-shared coding will never be at a serious disadvantage relative to broadcast coding. Since many high-performance communication systems do in fact operate at low (symbol) SNR's, this result is of significant practical importance, as we shall illustrate with a numerical example in Section 111. To simplify the notation, we shall denote the first SNR S/o: by xl, the second SNR S/a: by x2, and the function 112 log We shall assume that the SNR for the first receiver is larger than that for the second receiver, i.e., that X I > x2, and call the first receiver the better receiver and the second receiver the weaker receiver.
A fundamental question about such a broadcast channel is this: suppose we wish to send certain information, called the common information simultaneously to both receivers. If we do this, how much extra information, called bonus information, can we send to the better receiver at the same time?
In the time-sharing approach to this problem, the transmitter dedicates a fixed fraction 1 -p (0 < p < 1) of the total transmission time to sending the common information, which is coded for the weaker receiver, and so will be comprehensible to both receivers. By (4) , during this common time, information can be transmitted at a maximum rate C,. During the remaining fraction p of the transmission time, the transmitter sends the bonus information, coded for the stronger receiver, at a maximum rate CI. The bonus information is thus sent at a rate above the capacity of the weaker channel and so will not be comprehensible to the weaker receiver. Thus, for time-shared coding, the information rates will be
where the parameter p can be selected arbitrarily by the transmitter.
Cover showed in [I], however, that it is possible to do better than time sharing. Using a technique now called broadcast coding, he showed that for any choice of the parameter a, 0 < a < 1, the following rates are in principle achievable:
Broadcast Common Rate (BCR) = f ( x 2 ) -f ( a x 2 ) (7)
Broadcast Bonus Rate (BBR) = f ( a x I ) .
(8)
The two pairs of equations ( 5 ) , (6) and (7), (8) give parametric descriptions of two curves, as shown in Fig. 1 . It is a simple exercise in calculus to verify that, as suggested by Fig. 1 , the broadcast coding curve always lies above the timeshared coding curve. El Gama1 and Cover [2] showed that the region of the first quadrant bounded by the broadcast coding curve is the capacity region for the Gaussian broadcast channel, so no further improvement is possible.
We now come to our main result, which is simple to prove, but has surprising consequences.
Theorem:
If a and'p are chosen so that the common rates in (5) and (7) are equal, then the bonus rates satisfy the following:
TBR "x2 log (1 + X l ) * Proof: For the two common rates to be equal, we have, from (5) and (7), that f ((.wx2) = Pf(X2).
(9)
On the other hand, the ratio of the bonus rates is, from (6) and (8) 9 f (ax1) Combining (9) and (lo), we see that, for a fixed common rate, the ratio of the bonus rates is
The desired result now follows from the fact that the function f ( a x l ) / f ( a x 2 ) is a decreasing function of a and approaches xl/x2 as CY -+ 0.
Corollary: Since log (1 + x 2 ) < xz log e, we also have BBR xI log e < (1 1)
TBR log
(1 + X I ) independent of xz. Since log (1 + X I ) -x1 log e for small values of x i , the corollary shows that the ratio BBR/TBR is very close to 1 whenever the better SNR is small. We will explore the implications of this in the next section.
APPLICATIONS
The capacity formulas (3)-(8) apply only to discrete-time channel models.
However, using standard techniques explained in [3, ch. 41, for example, these formulas can all be transformed into formulas that apply to continuous-time models. Indeed, if B is the channel bandwidth (in hertz), P is the average transmitter power (in watts), and if N I , N2 are the noise spectral densities (in watts per hertz) for the two receivers, the continuous-time analogs for (3)-(8) are as follows:
For these channel models, the quantities P / N I B and P/N2B play the roles of the abstract SNR's x I and x2 in the discretetime models, and the theorem of the last section implies that BBR N2 log (1 + P / N B ( P / N l B ) log e -<-)< TBR Nl log (1 + P / N l B ) log (1 +PINIB) (12) It follows from (12) that for any value of P , N , , and N2 (assuming N2 N,), for sufficiently large bandwidth, the ratio (BBR/TBR) will be very close to 1. This is our quantitative version of the result cited by Posner.
AS a numerical example, we compare the performance of broadcast coding and time-shared coding in a scenario similar to the Voyager 2 communications environment. For Voyager the Gaussian broadcast channel model is appropriate, with the two receivers corresponding to "good weather"
and "bad weather" at the receiving stations [ 5 ] . Thus, in this application the two .receivers are physically identical but correspond to different and unpredictable reception conditions. The common data are mission critical, whereas the bonus data are informa-. tion the investigators expect to receive, but may in an extreme case have to live without.
The maximum (good weather:) Voyager data rate at Uranus is about 30 kbits/s.
If we assume a transmission bandwidth of about 200 kHz: (thus allowing for a six-or seven-fold bandwidth expansion for coding), formula (3a) implies that for a capacitv of 30 kbits/s, the quantity P / N , B should be at least equal to 2O.l' -1 = 0.1096. According to (12) , this implies that independent of the capacity of the weaker channel, the maximum ratio of the BBR to the TBR is (20.15 -l)/log (2O.I5) = 1.054. This corresponds to about 0.2 dB. Even this small gain would be: achievable only in the limit as the SNR on the "bad weather"' channel approached zero. In one Voyager scenario [ 5 ] , it is assumed that bad weather attenuation (the so-called "99 percent weather" condition) is about 4 dB. In this case: P / N 2 B = (0.398) X P / N I B , and by (12), (BBR)/(TBR)l < 1.0352, or about 0.15 dB. In either case, we conclude that, at least in this one practical situation, broadcast coding offers no significant advantage over time sharing.
